
USS Delphyne 9910.11


ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><

ACTDNicke:

Es`Shere:
::in sickbay on a bio bed::

CO_Grant:
::ON the bridge::

CMO_Matt:
::in turbolift heading to sickbay::

FCO_Nicho:
::on the bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
:;At station::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: The Delphyne prepares to send two runabouts into the badlands

XO_Wall:
::on bridge::

SO_Sadoki:
::on bridge at sci station::

TO_Hawkes:
::At TAC analysing plasma disturbance::

ENGMac:
::in shuttle bay 1 making last minute modifications to the Brege::

CTO_Psion:
::On bridge::

CO_Grant:
WALL: Who are you taking on the AT?

CNS_Jiosa:
::in office::

MO_Lea:
::Steps beside Es`Shere biobed and checks her vitals::

CMO_Matt:
::exits the turbolift and starts walking down the hallway, clenching and unclenching his previously injured hand::

Es`Shere:
::still unconscious::

CMO_Matt:
::enters medbay, a little pale with a very rigid look on his face::

FCO_Nicho:
::checking station status/preparing to enter the badlands::

MO_Lea:
::suddenly feels very uneasy. Turns to see the CMO:: CMO: Are you alright?

CNS_Jiosa:
::attaches a clear rectangular box to the wall:: 

CMO_Matt:
MO: Fine.  I'll take it from here.

CO_Grant:
*CMO*: status of MS ES'shere?

OPS_Lynam:
::Prepares a communications relay probe for launch::

CMO_Matt:
::he doesn't seem to have any emotion in his voice whatsoever::

CMO_Matt:
::pauses to answer the Captain's call, starting to look over Es'Shere's vitals::

FCO_Nicho:
CO: Station shows ready to enter the badlands, sir.

MO_Lea:
CMO:Yes sir.   ::steps away from the bed with a glance at the CMO::

Es`Shere:
::breaths in shallow breaths::

CNS_Jiosa:
::puts a two handed great sword inside the box and seal it::

CO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Ready to launch the comm probe sir.

CO_Grant:
OPS: Proceed with comm probe launch

CMO_Matt:
*CO*: Still unconscious. Nothing can be expected yet.  I'm going to run a cross-reference with the genetic alterations I made in the sipriline inoculation and see if there are any mutations at a nucleoid level.

XO_Wall:
CO: Ens Watson is with me sir on the Brege

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.  :;LAunches the probe toward the badlands.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the probe launches successfully

MO_Lea:
::::Obtains access of the Cardassian physiology reports.  Sees and ensign enter sickbay clutching his stomache::

CO_Grant:
XO: very good , I suggest you get down to the shuttlebay now for the launch

ENGMac:
::cuts open knuckles as he hastens the modification to the Brege::

CO_Grant:
*CMO*: Sounds serious keep us posted

CMO_Matt:
::starts the cross-reference, still showing no emotion::

CNS_Jiosa:
::grabs a drink of water from the replicator::

XO_Wall:
CO: aye, can you keep me informed of Shere if anything goes wrong?

ENGMac:
::thinks to self:: this runabout better come back in one piece!

CO_Grant:
XO: Yes of course

CMO_Matt:
Computer: Begin a cross-reference with nucleic acids on sector A.3 through the entire course of the sipriline strands.

MO_Lea:
::treats the ensign for mild nausea and issues a friendly reminder to return for innoculation::

XO_Wall:
CO: thanks ::makes way to TL::

CTO_Psion:
CO:  I shall take the Europa with Mr. Poulos.

CMO_Matt:
::watches as data comes scrolling through the biobed console, showing mild mutations in the sipriline strands. cursing, Matthias begins another scan::

CNS_Jiosa:
::exits her office and enters a TL:: TL: Sickbay

CO_Grant:
CTO: Good, PRoceed to shuttlebay then and pick him up on the way

XO_Wall:
::enters TL::

Ens_Watso:
XO:  Ready and awaiting your arrival at the Brege sir.

CMO_Matt:
Computer: Make a cross-reference between found mutations in the sipriline strands present in the Counselor's body, and those altered at the time of innoculation.

CTO_Psion:
CO:  Aye.  ::Leaves the bridge::

TO_Hawkes:
SCI-, ENG-people: Anyone see Cray's memo on the Magnetatron pulse idea?

XO_Wall:
*EnsWatson*: acknowleged on my way

Es`Shere:
::her hand twitches .. reflexes::

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors commo probe, notes all is working normally::

CTO_Psion:
*CSO*  Please meet me in shuttle bay 2 we shall be on the Europa.

CMO_Matt:
::monitors the actions, and gives another dose of mild sipriline::

CNS_Jiosa:
::exits the TL and heads towards sickbay::

CMO_Matt:
::nods as the results of the cross-reference come through:: Self: Nothing abnormal yet...

CSOPoulos:
*CTO* aye.........  ::heads for Shuttle bay 2::

MO_Lea:
::returns to the display and categorizes the information for more accessible reference::

XO_Wall:
*CMO*: meet me in SB2 your with me on the Brege

CMO_Matt:
::continues the scans, starting to research through existing files on plasma poisoning and mutations, as well as the files containg data on electro-abbrassions::

ENGMac:
::finishes modification:: *CO*: the modifications on the Brege are finished, but since they were rushed, I don't know how they will hold up

CNS_Jiosa:
::enters sickbay and looks around::

CO_Grant:
_*XO*: Notify the bridge when you are ready to depart

TO_Hawkes:
::Begins analysing possibility of converting deflector array to emit a Magnetron pulse::

SO_Sadoki:
CO:Ready to lauch second wave of probes

MO_Lea:
::overhears. Takes a slow breathe, then notices CNS:: CNS: Hi Liz...

CTO_Psion:
::Exits turbolift and heads for shuttle bay::

CSOPoulos:
::enters the shuttle bay begins looking around::

CO_Grant:
_SO: DO so through co-ordination with TAC

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: Hi Julian, what you working on?

CMO_Matt:
Self: Maybe if I altered an adverse strand of sipriline to counter-attack the poision already in the bloodstream...

SO_Sadoki:
CO:Aye, sir

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Good thing these probes are cheap.  We sure lose a lot of them.

XO_Wall:
::enters SB2 heads toward the Brege::

CO_Grant:
_OPS: Several left over from the war, surplus

MO_Lea:
::wonders. Asks very carefully::CMO: Sir, were you leaving?

SO_Sadoki:
TO: Ready to launch second wave of probes..on your command

TO_Hawkes:
*ENGMAC*: If you get a chance, could you look at the possibility of converting the deflector disk to emit a magnetron pulse?

CMO_Matt:
::the cross-reference finishes, and he smiles - briefly - it should be repairable::

Ens_Watso:
::Sees Wall and follows into the shuttle:

MO_Lea:
CNS: The Cardassian physiology reports.

CTO_Psion:
::Enters shuttle bay::

CO_Grant:
_:: hears an odd exchange between TO and EO::

CMO_Matt:
MO: Leaving? ::doesn't look up::

TO_Hawkes:
SO: Sure, anytime Mr. Sadoki.

ENGMac:
*TO*: I'll try, not sure if I can

XO_Wall:
*SICKBAY*: anyone there?

CTO_Psion:
::Sees Poulos::

MO_Lea:
::gently::CMO: Commander Wall requested your presence aboard an AT?  ::glancees at Liz::


CNS_Jiosa:
MO: Cardassians, quite the interesting bunch

TO_Hawkes:
*ENGMAC*: Understood, I'm just out of my depth with this type of physics>

CO_Grant:
_SO: make sure probe sensors are also linked with sensors on the runabouts

CSOPoulos:
::spys psion::

FCO_Nicho:
::watching plasma storms on sensors, trying to get a "feel" for them::

CMO_Matt:
Computer: Create an adverse strand of the mutated sipriline given to the counselor.  Each with the necleotides in ordered pair alterations.

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  Mr. Poulos, we shall depart now.

CMO_Matt:
::looks to Lea::

CMO_Matt:
*XO*: Yes, sir?

MO_Lea:
CNS: ...Have you moved into your new office yet?

XO_Wall:
*CO*: can you contact sickbay I dont get a response?

CO_Grant:
_:: awaits the launch of the runabouts::

CSOPoulos:
::nods::

CTO_Psion:
::Enters shuttle::

Ens_Watso:
XO:  Where do you want me sir?

ENGMac:
*TO*: if I can get to it I will, but I have to monitor the Brege, I'm not sure she will hold up in the Badlands

XO_Wall:
::thinks perhaps his communicator is malfunctioning::

CMO_Matt:
Computer: Begin genetic alterations. ::looks back to biobed console::

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: Getting everything set up, interesting thing is they never bothered me about my aword and knife collection usually they raise a stink about it

CTO_Psion:
::Sits at pilot's seat::

CNS_Jiosa:
<sword>

CSOPoulos:
::follows::

CO_Grant:
_*CMO*: Please report to CMDR WALL in Shuttlebay 2

TO_Hawkes:
*ENGMAC*: Understood.

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  You will man sensors and tactical while I pilot.

XO_Wall:
EnsWatson: take OPS

CMO_Matt:
*CO*: Sir, under the circumstanses I don't think that would be a wise decision.  I request that Doctor Lea reports to Commander Wall.

Ens_Watso:
XO:  Affirmative.

CMO_Matt:
::starts working at the console again, monetering alteration processes::

MO_Lea:
::smiles, distractedly:: CNS: That's a change.  ~~Liz, can you feel that?~~

TO_Hawkes:
::Patches a duplicat e relay of all probe data into TAC console::

CO_Grant:
_*CMO*: work it out with CMDR WALL

CSOPoulos:
CTO: you got it my friend

CNS_Jiosa:
~Julian: Yes~

XO_Wall:
::sits at helm, prepare prelaunch while he waits::

CMO_Matt:
::curses again:: *XO*: Yes, Commander?

FCO_Nicho:
::reconfigures station's input::

CSOPoulos:
::spins to stations....... takes deep breath and cracks knuckles::

CTO_Psion:
COMM: Delphyne: Shuttlecraft Europa preparing to depart.

OPS_Lynam:
::Looks at CO to make sure he heard Psion's transmission::

XO_Wall:
*CMO*: yes where were you anyone you can spare to join me is fine

CO_Grant:
_*CTO*: you are cleared to launch

CO_Grant:
_OPS: open the shuttlebay doors for Mr.PSIOm

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: So how is Es'Shere?

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.  :opens bay doors for the runabouts::

CMO_Matt:
*XO*: Doctor Lea is on her way.  MO: Doctor, if you would report to Commander Wall? ::turns back to the console::

Ens_Watso:
::Checks out shuttles engines and power systems.

TO_Hawkes:
::Analyses probe data stream::

SO_Sadoki:
::launches second wave of probes::

XO_Wall:
::mumbles under his breath::

CMO_Matt:
::while working at the console:: MO: Make sure you take extra sipriline, the plasma effects will be intensified out there.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: first probe sends back data showing fluctuating activity

MO_Lea:
::looks between the two. Speaks to the doctors back:: CMO: Yes..Sir.  CNS: I'll have to find you later..  ::rises to leave::

FCO_Nicho:
::I wonder how long these probes will last::

CTO_Psion:
COMM: Delphyne:  Acknowledged.  ::Starts engines up::

Es`Shere:
::stirs in her unconsciousness::

CMO_Matt:
::looks over the biobed again:: Es'Shere: Hold on...

CNS_Jiosa:
MO: Yes,

OPS_Lynam:
:;Monitors communications signals from the relay, checking for anomalous signals::

XO_Wall:
*CO*: sorry for the Delay

CMO_Matt:
::computer reports the genetic alterations finished, Matthias quickly grabs the hypospray and returns to the biobed::

MO_Lea:
::Smiles and walks out of sickbay, down the corridor;: Computer: Location of XO Wall?

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Delphyne: Departing shuttle bay.  ::Shuttle clears the Delphyne::

CO_Grant:
_*XO*: Just get going

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: relays seem to be operating with minimal distruptions

CNS_Jiosa:
::walks over to the Dr. and Es'Shere's biobed::

CMO_Matt:
::injects the altered sipriline ajustments::

SO_Sadoki:
::scan for data from the probes::

CSOPoulos:
::begins softly humming a greek tune while watching pannels::

CO_Grant:
_:: observes the runabout Europa launch from main viewer::

FCO_Nicho:
::adjusts for distance from the plasma storms::

CO_Grant:
_::hopes for the best but must preparefor the worst::

XO_Wall:
*CMO*: when this mission is over I like to talk to you.

CTO_Psion:
CSO:  Maintain watch on the Brege.  Alert me of their status.

Es`Shere:
::her eye lids flutter open ans she takes a gasp of air::

CMO_Matt:
::barely hearing the Commander's comment:: *XO*: Yes sir.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: I'm not worried about the Europa sir.  If I couldn't break her, no little Plasma storm will.  ::Smile::

CNS_Jiosa:
::glances over the biobed readings::

CMO_Matt:
::looks at her eyes to check for dialation::

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: Counselor?

TO_Hawkes:
SO: Does the data suggest that there is any 'safer' areas of the plasma disturbance?

CSOPoulos:
::nods::

XO_Wall:
*MO*: SB2 please report to the Brege

Es`Shere:
::stays silent and looks up at Matt::

MO_Lea:
::enters TL:: TL: Shuttle bay

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: Counselor, can you speak?

CO_Grant:
_OPS: I am sure the engineers have worked hard on that runabout

SO_Sadoki:
TO: The information is slow coming in; I am checking for that now

CMO_Matt:
::checks her pulse, and begins another dose of the siprline alteration::

Es`Shere:
::blinks a few times and tries to move.. a whisper escapes her:: CMO:: what happend?

TO_Hawkes:
SO: Thanks Sadoki.

CTO_Psion:
# COMM:  Delphyne:  Proceeding on course 192 mark 3.  Any information of value from the probes?

CMO_Matt:
::smiles, releaving a lot of tension built up in his face:: Es'Shere: I'll explain later, just don't move and get some rest.

CMO_Matt:
::injects another dose of the sipriline that should bring her to normal levels::

MO_Lea:
::enters SB2. aproaches XO:: XO: Sir?

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: Could you use any help Doc?

Es`Shere:
::closes her eyes:: CMO: yes.. a good idea

CO_Grant:
_COMM:EUROPA: SOme data is on its way, proceed in general along the path taken by probe ALpha One

XO_Wall:
::waves MO into the Brege::

CMO_Matt:
::looks up to CNS:: CNS: You're an empath, aren't you?

CTO_Psion:
COMM: Delphyne:  Acknowledged.

ACTDNicke:
#ACTION: the shuttle moves steadily along the route that the probe took

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: Yes

ENGMac:
:leaves shuttle bay 1 very disgruntled:: TL: ME

MO_Lea:
::enters the Brege, carrying a case::

Es`Shere:
::shakes her head no:: CMO: no..

CTO_Psion:
#CSO:  Do sensors read any information regarding a ship?

CMO_Matt:
CNS: She suffered an electro-abrassion, something you might have heard of, it's very rare amoung empaths and unheard of among non-empaths.  Our scanners aren't that sophisticated in this manner, just check to make sure her brain is functioning perfectly.

XO_Wall:
*CO*: were  ready to launch personel delays?

CSOPoulos:
#CTO: nothing at the moment....

CMO_Matt:
::smiles, and checks vitals again:: Es'Shere: No, not you. ::with a smile::

Es`Shere:
::mummers:: CMO: ok

CO_Grant:
*XO*: If you are ready, launch

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: after some slight miscommunication and delay , the second shuttle is launched

XO_Wall:
::engages thruster exits out the bay door::

Ens_Watso:
::Looks out the window and sees the Delphyne::

CMO_Matt:
*CO*: Counselor Es'Shere has returned to consciousness, although I will keeping her under my care for the next few hours.

CO_Grant:
_::observes the 2nd launch::

Ens_Watso:
*All* She looks so small.

CNS_Jiosa:
~~Es'Shere: You all there?~~

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Maybe we need some flight deck crew with lighted wands.

ACTDNicke:
#ACTION: the shuttle rocks slightly as it moves through the activity

Es`Shere:
::starts to drift into a peacefull sleep::

CO_Grant:
_*CMO*: acknowledged, good work Doctor

FCO_Nicho:
::silently cheers as the Brege leaves.  Then repents and hopes to see them again::

Ens_Watso:
@ *All*  Oh..look...I think I see a dragon painted on the hull.

CMO_Matt:
::nods to himself, not replying, his tension easing a little bit more::

CO_Grant:
_COMM:BREGE: take a course that spirals around the course of Europa, report any new useful data

CTO_Psion:
#CSO:  Turbulence ahead.

Es`Shere:
::yawns and rolls over into a fetal position::

CO_Grant:
_SO: ANy thing new from the probes?

CTO_Psion:
COMM:  Delphyne/Brege:  Encountering turbulence.

SO_Sadoki:
CO:Not at this time, sir, but still scanning

XO_Wall:
COM: Del: Captain aye on course we are also experiencing turbulence

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the probe begins sending back what appears to show a clear path

CO_Grant:
_COMM:RUNABOUTS: Well maybe you are getting warmer. Keep us posted

CMO_Matt:
CNS: Anything? ::runs over the console again, readjusting the scanner settings::

XO_Wall:
::makes adjustments to helm to compesate for turblence::

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Have found what appears to be clear path, Sir

CO_Grant:
_SO: acknowledged

MO_Lea:
@::sits at Sci, setting the case beneath her feet::

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Shall i send the info to the runabouts, sir

CTO_Psion:
#::Keeps onward and enters the plasma storms::

CO_Grant:
_COMM:BREGE: SO is forwarding data concering a path of oddly reduced plasma activity follow that

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: Doctor from what i can tell everything is fine, her condition is most intriguing

OPS_Lynam:
CO: By the way sir, since the Cardassians say they lost no ship, when we find it can we claim salvage rights?

Ens_Watso:
::Looks at internal sensors::

CSOPoulos:
#::maintains conntinuous scans:::

CMO_Matt:
::nods:: CNS: We're still looking into the causes of the electro-abrassions, but you can never be sure when you're altering the time space continuum what kind of effects you'll have.

FCO_Nicho:
::finishes reconfiguring station controls::

Es`Shere:
::opens her eyes::  CMO: May I go now.. I am tired and you all are talking to much ::humor is returning::

XO_Wall:
@ EnsWatson: run an hail stating our search and rescue mission in case the Cardassian ship is in here so they know why we are here and dont shoot at us

SO_Sadoki:
::sending info to the Brege::

CTO_Psion:
#::Alters course to follow the path of least resistance::

CMO_Matt:
::smiles:: Es'Shere: No, not yet. ::nods to CNS to be a little more quiet::

Ens_Watso:
@ XO:  Affirmative sir.  ::Prepares message::

ENGMac:
::decides to do the work that TO needed instead::

Es`Shere:
::gives the CMO a friendly wink::CMO: DO not worry.. it was not your fault.. thank you for being here when I needed you..

CNS_Jiosa:
::lower voice:: CMO: Have you ever worked on a case like this?

CTO_Psion:
#CSO:  Do you read the Alpha probe?

CMO_Matt:
::feels strange at her comment:: Es'Shere: Sure...it...it's my job.

ENGMac:
TL: forward deflector dish

XO_Wall:
@All; we are receive data from the Delphyne on plasma activity

ACTDNicke:
#ACTION: the shuttle suddenly encounters mass activity and begins to shake violently

CO_Grant:
_FCO: plot a course under impulse to follow MR.wall

CSOPoulos:
#CTO: slightly decayed, but nothing we cann't handle...

Es`Shere:
::lays there listening.. the CNS should try and be-friend Matt.. he is troubled she can see it in his eyes::

FCO_Nicho:
CO: Aye sir.

XO_Wall:
@::adjusts course to compesate new data::

CMO_Matt:
::looks over to the Counselor:: CNS: No.  I've read about the electro-abbrasions in medical journals, more commonly among the Vulcans, but I've never had any kind of actual hands-on work with it.  It's a strange thing, but Es'Shere seems to be recovering nicely.

TO_Hawkes:
CO,SO: Did either of you see Cray's memo on using the deflector to emit a magnetron pulse to stabilize a small area of the plasma. Do you think it worth trying?

FCO_Nicho:
::sets course:: CO: Course laid in sir.

CTO_Psion:
#CSO:  Status of shields?

MO_Lea:
@::Relays all information from sensors back to the Delphyne::

CTO_Psion:
#::Alters course slightly::

CSOPoulos:
#CTO: 90%

SO_Sadoki:
TO: Received memo will need to look into....

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: That's always a good thing ::pauses for a moment:: If i am disturbing your work I could leave

Es`Shere:
CMO: Says out loud.. you forget Doc. I have been around..for many years.. I have self preservation.. built in.. ::looks grim all of a sudden::

CO_Grant:
_TAC: Yes I read it , focusing the deflector might help but gas cooling is odd choice

CTO_Psion:
#::Scans the vicinity of the plasma storms::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: No, you can stay, but just observe.

CMO_Matt:
::looks to Es'Shere, serious again::

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: What are you saying?

CO_Grant:
_SO: redirect a probe to stay between the two runabouts

TO_Hawkes:
CO,SO: Well, it was wayyyy over my little brain, but if it could work, we might have to start making adjustments now.

CMO_Matt:
::starts to check vitals again, nothing abnormal or out of place::

SO_Sadoki:
CO:Aye, sir

Es`Shere:
CMO: I have been here before.. seen it.. I knew it would happen.. and I was prepared for it..

XO_Wall:
@MO: keep an eye on the effects of the plasma on us along with look for possible things that would harms us

CMO_Matt:
::looks to CNS:: CNS: Contact her again.  Now.

SO_Sadoki:
::makes adjustments to probe::

CO_Grant:
_TAC: CO-ordinate focussing of deflector dish with engineers , it might help to smooth out our ride

CMO_Matt:
::starts to check vitals. it isn't a problem with the plasma disturbances...::

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: I doubt she can her me, its possible but... ::shrugs::

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Aye aye Sir!

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: Prepared for what?

CO_Grant:
_COMM:BREGE: Status?

FCO_Nicho:
::Watch those erruptions girl!  Don't forget about the captain's coffee::

MO_Lea:
@XO: yes sir.  ::wishes she had a full science training::

Es`Shere:
CMO: We are all on a thread  a thread htat folds into its self.. it is always the same.. it continues.. and so it has.. I have been here before

CO_Grant:
_::receives a fresh cup of coffee from a crewperson::

Ens_Watso:
@::Hears the captain ::

TO_Hawkes:
*EOMAC*: Ok we have the go ahead to make the adjustments. The CO hopes we can use it to smooth out the ride also.

CMO_Matt:
Es'Shere: Then what happens?  What can you tell me? ::nods to CNS to hurry::

XO_Wall:
@EnsWatson: keep relay data back to the Del on our status along with our sensor data and position

Ens_Watso:
@ XO:  Aye sir.

CO_Grant:
_SO: is the data from BRege still showing oddly suppressed plasma activity?

CNS_Jiosa:
::tries to contact Es'Shere doubting it will work::

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: as the Delphyne moves into the badland, the captain begins feeling strange

MO_Lea:
@::waits for the XO to respond to the Captain::

Ens_Watso:
@ COMM:  Delphyne:  Proceeding along plotted course.  Nothing of note to report.

ENGMac:
:: working on the Forward Deflector shield, so that the Deflector array can emit a magnetron pulse to clear a safer area through the plasma::

Es`Shere:
::eyes are a little glasy::CMO: I can tell you nothing.. it is your first time on this thread..  but I have been here before

CO_Grant:
_FCO: engage course to follow the Brege at first , 1/4 impulse

SO_Sadoki:
CO: Yes it does, Sir

XO_Wall:
@COM: Del: Captain aye, we are relaying our complete data to you maintaining a constant link

FCO_Nicho:
CO: Aye, sir, 1/4 impulse.

CMO_Matt:
::sighs, and prepares another does of sipriline:: Es'Shere: Right.  Now let's get some rest.

MO_Lea:
@::Shrugs, returns her attention to the display::

CO_Grant:
_TAC: yellow alert, raise the shields modified for plasma activity

FCO_Nicho:
::engages and rechecks the path::

CNS_Jiosa:
::wonders if the Dr. gave Es'Shere one to many drugs for her system::

CTO_Psion:
#::Continues along vector...scanning for ships and probes::

CO_Grant:
_::feels an odd itchy sensation in back of neck::

XO_Wall:
@COM: Europa: Report on your status?

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Aye aye sir!

Es`Shere:
::closes her eyes:: CMO: Yes.. that is the best action.. for now

ENGMac:
*TO*: I'll try, I'm not a miracle worker

TO_Hawkes:
*ALL*: Yellow alert!

CMO_Matt:
::injects the sipriline::

OPS_Lynam:
:;Switches power configuration to yellow mode, routes additional power toi shields and inertial dampers::

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: Got nothing from her that wasnt normal

SO_Sadoki:
::goes to yellow alert at Sci Station::

TO_Hawkes:
::Shields up. Monitors shield frequency relatiive to plasma.::

CO_Grant:
_COMM:Wall:::clears throat:: Wall good

CMO_Matt:
::his emotions are replaced with utter confusion::

FCO_Nicho:
::sets yellow alert status and rechecks course::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: I expected as much.

CO_Grant:
_::tries to sip coffee but it tastes funny::

FCO_Nicho:
::"feels" the captain getting a little edgy::

ACTDNicke:
#ACTION: the shuttle begins shaking violently and gets tossed around, throwing the crew members around a bit::

XO_Wall:
@COM: Europa: Do you read? Cmdr Wall here?

CO_Grant:
_::observes as the ship moves into the badlands::

OPS_Lynam:
::Notes Nichols seems very nervous::

CTO_Psion:
#::Regains position at the helm::

SO_Sadoki:
::continues to adjust probe to stay between the runabouts and analizes data from probes

CNS_Jiosa:
::goes over to a replicator and gets some type of Risian cocktail::

TO_Hawkes:
::Scans #Shuttle for damage::

CO_Grant:
_FCO: steady as she goes

MO_Lea:
@::acesses internal sensors and scans for residual plasma build up within the runabout::

CTO_Psion:
#CSO:  Are you unhurt?

CO_Grant:
_::notes his voice is getting a little horse::

CMO_Matt:
::looks over Es'Shere's sleeping form, wondering what could be happening within her effected mind, or was it damaged at all?::

TO_Hawkes:
::Scnas #shuttle for life-signs::

FCO_Nicho:
::changes course to avoid plasma burst::

XO_Wall:
@EnsWatson: can you get a fix on the Europa position?

CTO_Psion:
#CSO:  Any information on either the probe or any Cardassian ships?

ACTDNicke:
#ACTION: a sudden plasma burst explodes as the shuttle regains control

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: You're doing fine Ensign, just ry to miss the big ones.

CSOPoulos:
#cTO: I'm fine

CSOPoulos:
#CTO: nothing significant

CNS_Jiosa:
::takes a sip from the drink::

FCO_Nicho:
::reroutes to follow original course::

CTO_Psion:
#::Attempts to alter course::

CMO_Matt:
::takes a deep breath, and moves over to check on the medkits::

CO_Grant:
_:: Hears the sounds of bridge officers as if in a tunnel::

TO_Hawkes:
::Sacns #Shuttle again for damage/ life-signs. Tries to determine extent of  plasma blast area::

CTO_Psion:
# COMM: Delphyne:  Encountering a higher degree of turbulence.  Still no telemetry of probe or vessels.

XO_Wall:
@COM: Del: Captain, cant get any response from the Europa, we are trying to get a fix on there position now?

Es`Shere:
::is in a deep sleep.. ::

ENGMac:
*TO*: this is going to be harder than I thought, I'll need 3 hours to get this done

CMO_Matt:
::could she be telling the truth?  she is ancient compared to us...::

CO_Grant:
_OPS: MR.Lynam Take over , I am feeling oddly and suddenly unwell. I am going to go to mEDBAY

SO_Sadoki:
::begins scanning for Europa::

Ens_Watso:
@ ::Reconfigures scanners::

TO_Hawkes:
*EOMAC*: Understood Mac. Do what you can.

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir. ::Looks at Grant with some concern::

Ens_Watso:
@ XO:  I've found them.

CO_Grant:
_::Unsteadily rises from seat, just misses spilling coffee::

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Mac reports 3 hours to complete deflector adjustments.

TO_Hawkes:
::Looks at CO...worried::

FCO_Nicho:
::watches Captain out of the corner of her eye::

CO_Grant:
_::makes his way to TL, hears a report from TAC::

TO_Hawkes:
CO: You ok CO?

OPS_Lynam:
::Gets up and goes to Grant::

SO_Sadoki:
CO:Are you alright, Sir?

XO_Wall:
::flys the runabouts Brege through the course projected from data from the Delphyne plasma activity in low::

XO_Wall:
<is>

CO_Grant:
_TAC: Have him finish in 1 hour, no lunch breaks

FCO_Nicho:
Mutters to self: If that coffee spills it won't be my fault now.

TO_Hawkes:
CO: Co, are you ok?

TO_Hawkes:
CO:Aye sir

OPS_Lynam:
*CMO*: Sickbay, the captain is ill, send someone up to escort him to sickbay

CO_Grant:
_TO: Keep OPS abreast , I have to go to MEDBAY

CO_Grant:
_::Makes it to TL::

CMO_Matt:
*OPS*: Aye.

TO_Hawkes:
*EOMAC*: CO says you have one hour...no lunch breaks. ::Sympathetic::

XO_Wall:
@EnsWatson: coordinates please?

CMO_Matt:
CNS: Watch Es'Shere.

FCO_Nicho:
::rechecks status and direction::

OPS_Lynam:
::Sits in the captain's chair::

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO:Understood

CO_Grant:
_:: Slumps against the wall, TL:MEDBAY DECK

CMO_Matt:
Ens. Johnson: Prepare another biobed.

SO_Sadoki:
*MO*Perpare for the capt, coming your way

TO_Hawkes:
CO:Aye sir....

Ens_Watso:
@ XO:  47 mark 7

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the shuttle hits a small pocket of interference, momentarily losing communications

TO_Hawkes:
*MED* The CO is coming down, I don't likethe look he has...

CO_Grant:
_::As the tl descends , tries to keep stomach from leaving::

CTO_Psion:
#::Huge plasma burst to port::

XO_Wall:
@COMM: Europa: this is the Brege, do you read?

CMO_Matt:
::forgets everything about himself, and suddenly becomes completely ingrossed in his work::

ENGMac:
::to self::  the modifications on the Brege hold up, I couldn't give it the proper attention as the Europa, Platte and Rio Grande

CMO_Matt:
::runs down to the turbolift, waiting for the Captain to arrive::

Ens_Watso:
@ XO:  We've lost communications!

CSOPoulos:
#CTO: shields down to 50%

ENGMac:
<I hope that>

Ens_Watso:
@ ::Tries re-routing power to comm.:

SO_Sadoki:
*MO*Has the CO got to you yet?

CO_Grant:
_::The TL door opens but Grant has trouble exiting as walls seem tilted::

TO_Hawkes:
*CNS*: ::Whispers:: The CO is heading to MED, he doesn't look too good. Could you run into him...co-incidentaly?

OPS_Lynam:
SO: What is the status of the shuttles?

CMO_Matt:
::assists CO:: CO: Hold on Captain.

CMO_Matt:
*Bridge*: Yes.

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: the delphyne continues through the path laid out by the first probe

ENGMac:
*TO*: I'm not taking any lunch breaks, I never had any training on how to do this, I'm doing it by a manuel

CTO_Psion:
#::Decreases to 3/4 impulse::

CNS_Jiosa:
*TO*: The CMO is taking care of that

XO_Wall:
@::changes course to the Europa coordinates::

SO_Sadoki:
OPS: Scannnign for them

CO_Grant:
_::Through watery eyes sees the CMO out in the hallway and reaches out for him::

CNS_Jiosa:
Self: Es'Shere better not pull any tricks on me

XO_Wall:
@MO: report your quiet back there?

CSOPoulos:
#CTO: sheilds at 64% and rising........

CMO_Matt:
CO: How do you feel? ::pulling the Captain's arm over his shoulders::

CTO_Psion:
# COMM:  Delphyne/Brege:  Still no sign of any vessels or probe.

ACTDNicke:
@aCTION: as the berge alters course, a small burst explodes off their port

CO_Grant:
_CMO: Like regurgitat ... ing

CMO_Matt:
::begins to walk slowly to medbay::

SO_Sadoki:
*CMO* Has the CO got to you yet?

CTO_Psion:
#CSO:  Good work.  Attempt to boost the shields to 75%

CMO_Matt:
CO: Right, any idea of cause?

CMO_Matt:
*SO*: Yes, stop contacting me!

CO_Grant:
_::turns green and nose begins running::

Ens_Watso:
@  XO:  I still can't raise either ship on the comm.

MO_Lea:
@::Nearly shakes out of her seat::

CMO_Matt:
Self: Damn. ::hurries into sickbay, and to the nearest biobed::

XO_Wall:
@:: suddenly a major jolt throws the runabout from a explosion::

XO_Wall:
@All: hold on!!

CO_Grant:
_CMO: I was fine until the i drank some coffee

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:Brege: CTO: Do you have communications with the Europa?

CSOPoulos:
#CTO: sheilds at 79%

CMO_Matt:
::lays the Captain on the first biobed::

CNS_Jiosa:
::looks at the captain's rather unusual shade of green::

Ens_Watso:
@::Hits head on console::

CMO_Matt:
CO: Don't move.

CMO_Matt:
Ens.Johnson: Prepare a shot of sipriline.

XO_Wall:
@::holds on to console, struggling::

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: ens watson hits head and falls unconscious

CO_Grant:
_:: observes both conselours in passing but of course they are tilted also::

OPS_Lynam:
SO: Come on, are they there or not?

MO_Lea:
@Self: Perhaps a tricorder.. ::removes her medical tricorder and begins scanning the interior of the vessel:: XO: Sorry sir...I'm checking for and effects the close proximity of the plasma may have upon either runab--::Grabs her console, dropping the tricorder::

TO_Hawkes:
OPS: Can you route COMM through a probe?

Es`Shere:
::wishing she could leave but not wanting to bother the CMO now. she turns and looks away form him and the CO.. privacy is everything... ::

CMO_Matt:
::pulls biobed consoles into position and begins internal scans::

XO_Wall:
@EnsWatson: Watson!!!

OPS_Lynam:
TO: We have a comm relay out there.  This plasma is screwing it up.

CMO_Matt:
::grabs the hypospray and inoculates the Captain again::

CTO_Psion:
#  CSO:  I believe that is the probe ahead.  Can you confirm?

CO_Grant:
_CMO: Don't worry , moving is not in my game plan :: attempts a reassuring smile::

SO_Sadoki:
OPS: Have one on scan, checking through probe link for the other

CSOPoulos:
#CTO: yes, it appears to be The Probe.......

CMO_Matt:
CO: Good.  Tell me if that helps at all. ::starts breezing across the console controls::

XO_Wall:
@MO: Watson is unconscious up here hurry

MO_Lea:
@::Sees the ensign, kneels beside him, recovering her tricorder, and begins scanning for possible concusion::

CTO_Psion:
#::Alters course by 2 degrees starboard::

CO_Grant:
_::everything turns red and purple::

ENGMac:
*TAC*: I'll try and get it done in an hour and a half

CMO_Matt:
::picks up tricorder and adds it to the biobed scan::

XO_Wall:
@::struggles but regains control of Brege::

CMO_Matt:
CO: Captain?  Say something.

CO_Grant:
_::VOices seem in tunnel again::

ACTDNicke:
#ACTION: the shuttle is rocked by another large plasma burst sending the shuttle rocking violently throwing the AT around like rag dolls::

CTO_Psion:
# COMM:  Delphyne/Brege:  The probe has been encountered.  Attempting to lock onto it.

CO_Grant:
_Doctor: you seem faaaar awwwaaay

TO_Hawkes:
*TAC CPO_HArris*:Report to the brigde.

CMO_Matt:
::starts checking for abnormalities at the genetic level::

CNS_Jiosa:
::hands move over the biobed doing useless diognostics::

TO_Hawkes:
<CPO HARRIS> TO: AYE sir! On my way!

CMO_Matt:
CO: Did the shot help at all?

CTO_Psion:
#::Hits roof of shuttle::

MO_Lea:
@::Is nearly thrown against the wall. returns to Watso:: Self: I should have kept that stuff closer::

CO_Grant:
_CMO: WHHAAAT sssshhhhhoooootttttttt

CMO_Matt:
CNS: See if you can contact his mind.

CTO_Psion:
#::And lands at the back of the shuttle::

TO_Hawkes:
<CPO HARRIS>::Exits TL onto bridge::

CO_Grant:
_::ceiling is spinning

CO_Grant:
_:

CNS_Jiosa:
CMO: All right

CSOPoulos:
#::on top of Psion::

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:Brege: Acknowleged.  Hold position at the probe, we're going to link up with you.  We need to find Wall and the Europa.

SO_Sadoki:
::checks link to probe for both runabouts::

TO_Hawkes:
<CPO HARRIS>:TO: You wanted me coach?

CMO_Matt:
::pulls out second inoculant and gives the shot that should make the Captain unconscious and in a deep sleep::

Es`Shere:
::sits up fast and looks at the Captain worry in her eyes::

ENGMac:
::working on adjusting the magnetron field::

FCO_Nicho:
::senses something very wrong with the CO, tries to focus on job at hand::

CNS_Jiosa:
~CO: Captain can you here me?~~

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: Take us to rendezvous with the Brege.

CNS_Jiosa:
::doubts that it will work::

CTO_Psion:
#::Shuttle careens::

XO_Wall:
@COMM: Del: we have suffered a explosion of our bow we were throw I have regained control  EnsWatson is Unconcious

ACTDNicke:
@ACTION: the shuttle maintains course toward the other shuttle and begins encountering the same problms with plasma activity

FCO_Nicho:
OPS: Aye sir

TO_Hawkes:
CPO HARRIS: Yeah, pick up that cup and take it to MED. Give it to the CMO and tell him the CO was drinking from that...just in case.

CO_Grant:
_::begins to snore::

FCO_Nicho:
OPS: We will rendevous with the Brege in 1.7 minutes, sir.

XO_Wall:
::the brege starts rocking heavily again::

TO_Hawkes:
<CPO HARRIS>:TO: Aye sir. ::PIcks up cup and heads to MED::

Es`Shere:
::swings her legs around to the side, hanging over hte bio bed::

CNS_Jiosa:
::hears the CO's snore:: CMO: I dont think he's listening to me ::smiles::

OPS_Lynam:
SO: Keep trying to raise the Europa on subspace.  Launch an additional comm relay probe on right angle to our position.

OPS_Lynam:
TO: Stand by to tractor the Brege and bring it aboard.

CO_Grant:
_::dreams of plasma and volleyballs::

CMO_Matt:
CNS: Acknowledged, see how Es'Shere is doing.

TO_Hawkes:
OPS: Right!

CNS_Jiosa:
::goes back to Es'Shere:: Es'Shere: Lay down this minute ::somewhat motherly voice::

ENGMac:
::to self:: I got it!! ahhh shoot, I din't get it

CMO_Matt:
::continues the bioscan on the Captain::

ACTDNicke:
#ACTION: the shuttle continues fighting the turbulance as Psion is injured

XO_Wall:
@MO: hows Watson?

TO_Hawkes:
::Targets Brege for Tractor lock::

MO_Lea:
@::Flys into a another wall. Drags Watso over to a side, and lodges herself beneath the console as she continues to scan::

CTO_Psion:
#::Gets up...and assess Poulos::

Es`Shere:
CNS: I am fine. I will not lay down.. I am dizzy laying down and not sitting up...

CTO_Psion:
# CSO:  Mr. Poulos.  Are you well?

SO_Sadoki:
OPS: Have both the runabouts on scan from probe, Sir

TO_Hawkes:
::Tractors Brege as soon as whithin range::

FCO_Nicho:
::adjusts for plasma burst errupting between the Delphyne and the Brege::

XO_Wall:
@::decides to stop, engages all stop::

MO_Lea:
@XO: He has slight cranial damage.

OPS_Lynam:
SO: Outstanding!  Keep a lock on the Europa, how far away are they?

CSOPoulos:
#CTO: yea ::shakes head:: I'm ok

CNS_Jiosa:
::puts a firm but gentle hand on Es'Sher's shoulder:: Es'Shere: Not until the doctor clears it

ACTDNicke:
ACTION: Plasma activity suddenly increases around the Delphyne... many crew members begin to feel its effects

TO_Hawkes:
*CMO*:Be advised we may have some casualties coming back.

ENGMac:
::to self:: ok, now I got it! *TAC*: you have your modification to the forward Deflector Shield

CNS_Jiosa:
Es'Shere: and he is rather busy right now

Es`Shere:
CNS: I will lay down.. but please.. remove your hand.. I am not a child. ::lays down::

OPS_Lynam:
TO: You'll handle the recovery of the Brege, shuttle doors and all.

CMO_Matt:
*TO*: I understand.


CTO_Psion:
#::Gets to flight control.  Notices his left arm is broken::

ACTDNicke:
<><><><><><><><><><><>><><PAUSE MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><
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